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Abstract
OFDM/OQAM is a special type of multi-carrier

1. INTRODUCTION

modulation that can be considered as an alternative to
conventional OFDM with cyclic prefix (CP) for

In broadband wireless communications,

transmission over multipath fading channels. Indeed,

MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) OFDM

as it requires no guard interval, it has the advantage

becomes more efficient to achieve high data rate and

of a theoretically higher spectral efficiency. In this

better performance. Accurate and efficient channel

paper, preamble-based least squares (LS) channel

estimation plays a key role in MIMO-OFDM wireless

estimation in OFDM systems of the QAM and offset

communications. Channel capacity of MIMO-OFDM

QAM (OQAM) types is considered, in both the

system is increased by channel estimation. The

frequency and the time domains. In this work a

increase in the demand for bandwidth and different

preamble-based linear minimum mean square error

high performance services opened the door for using

(LMMSE) estimation technique for filter bank

multiple antennas at transmitter and receiver. The

multicarrier

Channel

wireless channel properties are dynamic in nature as

estimation considers as important process in digital

it is frequency selective and time-dependent. Multiple

communication

systems, techniques have been

Input Multiple Output (MIMO)-OFDM is widely

developed to reduce the impact of noise on the

recognized as a key technology for future wireless

channel estimation process. Until recently, non-

communications due to its high spectral efficiency

orthogonal multicarrier modulations such as FBMC

and superior robustness to multipath fading channels.

(FBMC)

modulations.

were unable to use OFDM-like estimation techniques
due to the non-orthogonality. The interference
approximation method (IAM) is one of the most
popular methods among preamble based estimation
techniques with a limited complexity. In this paper a
unique combination of IAM and LMMSE based
algorithm is proposed to achieve reliable LMMSE
estimation approach in FBMC.

In general, there are two groups of channel
estimation schemes for MIMO-OFDM system. The
first one is nonparametric channel estimation scheme,
which adopts orthogonal frequency-domain pilots or
orthogonal

time-domain

training

sequences

to

convert the channel estimation in MIMO systems to
that in single antenna systems. However, such
scheme suffers from high pilot overhead when the
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number of transmit antennas increases. The second

IAM

category is parametric channel estimation scheme,
which exploits the sparsity of wireless channels to
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reduce the pilot overhead. The parametric scheme is

pilot tones into each OFDM symbol. The block type

more favorable for future wireless systems as it can

pilot channel estimation is developed under the

achieve higher spectral efficiency. However, path

assumption of slow fading channel.

delays of sparse channels are assumed to be located
at the integer times of the sampling period, which is

3. CHANNEL ESTIMATION IN

usually unrealistic in practice.

OFDM/OQAM AND OFDM SYSTEMS

This paper deals with the combination of the OFDM

Channel estimation may be a crucial part of

quasi-optimal estimation algorithm in with an IAM

communication receivers. As a result, numerous

estimation

estimation techniques are developed for OFDM and a

process to achieve nearly optimal

preamble-based

channel

OFDM/OQAM.

Observing

in

lot of recently for FBMC. Among them, we are going

current

to currently present the 2 ones we are going to

estimation
that

OFDM/OQAM estimations are sensitive to both

concentrate on.

noise and intrinsic interference, using a LMMSE
algorithm that smooths the estimated channel

A. Channel estimation in OFDM/OQAM

frequency response by mitigating the noise and

Channel estimation in OFDM/OQAM systems has

interferences appears to be relevant. In addition, to

been a tough task because of the lack of CP, and to

our knowledge, no LMMSE-based estimator has been

the necessary interference caused by the non-

proposed for OFDM/OQAM in the literature yet.

orthogonality of the system. The IAM estimation
relies on the subsequent idea: during a scenario while

2. CHANNEL ESTIMATION

not channel nor noise, it's doable to predict the value

Channel estimation is used to obtain the channel state

of received symbols, if we all know which of them

information to know the channel properties using

are transmitted. This ideal received is written

blind channel estimation and pilot-based channel
,

estimation. This information describes how a

=

,

+

(4)

,

signal gets propagate from the transmitter to the

with

receiver and represents the combined effect of fading,

channel (G = 1). In those conditions and under the

scattering etc. and power decay with distance.

hypothesis of a flat channel overΩ

The Channel State Information (CSI) makes it
possible to adapt transmissions to current channel
conditions,

which

is

crucial

the intrinsic interference assuming an ideal

,

, from (3) one

can approximate that the received symbol by:
,

≈

,

+

,

,

(5)

for

achieving reliable communication. In this paper, only

In this process, it has become possible to estimate the

the block pilot based channel estimation technique is

channel coefficients, under the hypothesis of a locally

investigated. Channel estimation can be performed by

flat channel as

either inserting pilot tones into all of the subcarriers
of OFDM symbols with a specific period or inserting

,

=

,

(6)

,
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This observation is base of the IAM estimation

that is quite similar to (6). The algorithm presented

techniques. The IAM processes enable to understand

here asserts these issues, following the scheme

a simple zero forcing equalization, however remain

illustrated in Fig. 2, and is described as follows:

quite sensitive to noise, and they are restricted by the
hypothesis of a locally flat channel. The less this
hypothesis is verified throughout the transmission,

1) Initialization: an LS estimation

is

performed, leading to the covariance matrix
=

residual interference from neighboring transmitted

,

(8)

values will remain same. In such conditions,

with (∙) the Hermitian matrix transposition.

employing a LMMSE algorithm appears to be

2) At the first step ( = 1), a LMMSE channel

extremely interesting option, for it permits to

estimation is performed, based on

considerably decrease the interferences. But, as

(

=

)

aforesaid before, LMMSE needs the covariance of

+

(

the channel that's a priori unknown at the receiver.
with

Consequently, it's difficult to implement.

:

(

) the

(9)

)

noise variance initialization,

strictly positive value.
3) Estimation of the noise variance:
(

)

=

1

−

(

(10)

)

4) Estimation of a more accurate covariance
matrix:
Figure.1:

Joint estimation algorithm fundamental
=

principle
In a OFDM context, a joint channel/noise estimation
algorithm is for preamble-based estimation in order

(

)

(

(11)

)

5) For ≥ 2, we estimate the channel
iteratively:

to overcome this drawback. Hereafter, we present the
=

latter and propose to adapt it to OFDM/OQAM
modulation scheme.

(

)

(

)

B. LMMSE-based estimation algorithm
Classical LMMSE estimation relies on the following

+
(12)

=

1

−

()

(13)

with E {.} the mathematical expectation.

expression:
6) While
=
with

(

+

)

(7)

the channel covariance matrix,

identity matrix and

()

−

(

)

>

, where

is a well-

chosen threshold, go back to previous step.
the

Else, go to next step.

the LS channel estimation
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7) At the final step =

: estimation of the

• The iterative part is purely mathematical and is

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), using the

independent from the nature of the system. It

second order moment of the received pilot

should not be modified in a first approach,

signal :

except maybe for the initial noise variance
estimation, as it is not anymore an LS estimation
( )

=

( )

−1

that is processed.

(14)

( )

• This estimator can be used for Zero Forcing
This algorithm has proven to be very effective,

equalization in OFDM systems, and should be

significantly reducing the noise perturbation on the

used to

channel estimation in OFDM systems. Applying it to
OFDM/OQAM

estimation

sounds

even

do Zero Forcing in OFDM/OQAM

systems.

more

relevant, since its ability to remove interference

As a consequence, it seems that only the

might work as well for noise and intrinsic

initialization needs to be modified in a first approach,

interference. However, due to the presence of these

first simulation results indicating that further

two kinds of interference, we will first focus on the

modifications would be required, for noise variance

channel estimation rather than the noise estimation

estimation. In this paper, it seems acceptable to

that will be altered by the presence of ISI, and

consider the channel estimation as a priority, noise

attempt to define criteria to transpose this estimation

estimation being corrected later, if needed. The

process to OFDM/OQAM systems.

process is then mostly the same as in Fig. 2, except
for the initialization.

C. How could we apply this algorithm to
OFDM/OQAM ?

4. RESULTS

To the best of our knowledge, no LMMSE estimation
10

FMBC ESTIMATOR PERFORMANCE

0

method has been proposed for OFDM/OQAM. In
order to adapt the LMMSE joint algorithm to

10

FMBC IAM
FMBC JOINT
OFDM JOINT

-1

OFDM/OQAM systems, one needs to determine

• The initialization is made by LS estimation. As
this estimation technique that is adapted to

10

-2

BER

which parts have to be modified:

10

10
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-4

OFDM is sensitive to the noise, it cannot be
satisfying in OFDM/OQAM systems due to the
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interference. Therefore this step must be
replaced by an estimation that takes this
interference into account, such as IAM as

Figure 2: FMBC estimator performance in terms of
BER

presented just before.
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Channel

FMBC ESTIMATOR PERFORMANCE
1.5
FMBC IAM
FMBC JOINT
OFDM-JOINT

estimation

attains

attention

in

communication domain due to its ability to give
statistics about noise data. Although tremendous

1

MSE

progress has been made in literature but still
achieving low computational complexity based
estimation is a problem. A LMMSE estimation

0.5

algorithm for OFDM and successfully adapted it to
0

OFDM/OQAM systems, by combining it with an
0
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existing preamble-based OFDM/OQAM estimation

Figure 3: FMBC estimator performance in terms of

process. This resulted into the development of a
LMMSE

MSE

preamble-based

estimation

for

OFDM/OQAM without prior knowledge of the
FMBC ESTIMATOR PERFORMANCE UNDER SUI CHANNEL

0

10

channel covariance matrix. To the best of our

FMBC IAM
FMBC JOINT
OFDM JOINT

knowledge, there was no LMMSE estimation

-1

10

BER

available for OFDM/OQAM, making this new
algorithm the first of its kind in this modulation

-2

10

scheme.
-3

10
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